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	This book is a tutorial on image processing. Each chapter explains basic

	concepts with words and figures, shows image processing results with pho-

	tographs, and implements the operations in C. Information herein comes

	from articles published in The C/C++ Users Journal from 1990 through

	1998 and from the first edition of this book published in 1994. This second

	(electronic) edition contains new material in every chapter.





	The goals of the first edition of this book were to (1) teach image pro-

	cessing, (2) provide image processing tools, (3) provide an image processing

	software system as a foundation for growth, and (4) make all of the above

	available to anyone with a plain, garden variety PC.





	These goals remain the same today, but much else has changed. The

	update to this text reflects many of these changes. The Internet exploded,

	and this brought a limitless supply of free images to those of us who like to

	process them. With these images have come inexpensive software packages

	that display and print images as well as convert file formats.





	The operating systems on home desktop and laptop computers have come

	of age. These have brought flat, virtual memory models so that it is easy

	to pull entire image files into memory for processing. This permitted the

	software revisions that are the basis of this second edition.
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Connecting the Dots: Aligning Projects with Objectives in Unpredictable TimesHarvard Business School, 2003
Are you ever going to see the value promised from your company’s project portfolio?

The question is all too familiar. The concern is real and legitimate. Technology and other project initiatives have grown faster than the ability of most companies to manage them—affecting the return on the investment of trillions of dollars...
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The Complete Guide to the iPadIDG Books, 2010

	From the creators of Macworld comes The Complete Guide to the iPad, your indispensable guide to Apple's smash-hit device.

	

	Packed with tips and tricks this essential guide gives you the lowdown on all the iPad's features, essential accessories, plus the top 50 apps you must download.

	

	With over 100...
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Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working with Type (Design Essentials)Rockport Publishers, 2011

	
		A deep understanding of letterforms and knowledge of their effective use can only be obtained with constant observation and experimentation; it evolves over a lifetime of design practice and study. This comprehensive guide is intended to advance the progress of designers seeking to deepen their typographic expertise. Typography...
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Exploratory Programming for the Arts and Humanities (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2016

	This book introduces programming to readers with a background in the arts and humanities; there are no prerequisites, and no knowledge of computation is assumed. In it, Nick Montfort reveals programming to be not merely a technical exercise within given constraints but a tool for sketching, brainstorming, and inquiring about important topics....
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Low Earth Orbital Satellites for Personal Communication Networks (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 1997
This is the first comprehensive analysis of one of the hottest  topics in communication systems today -- the application of low earth  orbital (LEO) satellites in personal communication networks (PCNs). LEO  satellites are the most promising tools for establishing global PCNs  and yet their use can be problematic.
The book describes the...
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Encyclopedia of Literature and CriticismRoutledge, 1993
This Encyclopedia is the most comprehensive guide yet to both the nature and content of literature and to literary criticism. In ninety essays by leading international critics and scholars such as Catherine Belsey, Terrence Hawker, Catherine Hayles, Cora Kaplan, Christopher Norris and Don E. Wayne, the volume covers traditional topics such...
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